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PREFACE 
The material presented in this thesis is a continuation of the Carry-
Over Joint Moment Method to cover Vierendeel trusses with inclined merrbers. 
The method was introduced originally by Professor Jan J. Tuma. Others have 
applied the method to many types of structures. 
I wish to express my indebetedness and gratitude to Professor Tuma, not 
only for his invaluable aid and guidance in preparing this thesis, but also 
for his kind guidance as my major advisor. 
I also wish to thank the staff of the School of Civil Engineering for 
the valuable instruction given me. 
I furthermore wish to express gratitude to Mrs. Virgini~ Schenandoah 
for her careful typing of the manuscript, and to Eldon J. Hardy for his 
kind help in preparing the sketches. 
L. J. D. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Height of vertical member jn 
Length of chord i-j 
Length of panel jimn 
Amount of rise in chord n-p 
Inclination of chord i-j from vertical 
Inclination of chord j-k from horizontal 
Slope of members at j 
Relative displacement between points ,J and k 





End shear of member i-j at i 
Shear in Panel just left of member j-n 
Fixed end shear of member i-j at i 
Stiffness factor of member i-j at i 
Modified stiffness factor of member i-j at i 
Carry-over stiffness factor of member i-j at i 
Modified carry-over stiffness factor of member i-j at i 
Carry-over factor of member i-j at i 










SM 0 J 
Nlj 
Modified carry-over distribution factor 
Joint moment carry-over factor from i to j 
End moment of member i-j at i 
Fixed end moment of member i-j at i 
Modified fixed end moment of member i-j at i 
Starting moment at joint j 
Joint moment at joint j 
Static load moment about Oj 
Normal force on member i-j at i 
SIGN CONVENTION 
Forces ...... ··-· ....... positive t ---- negative i -




The Vierendeel truss was introduced to the engineering world by 
Arthur Vierendeel, ·a University of Louvain professor in Louvain, Belgium, 
The engineers at that time thought such a truss was of no value; however, 
Professor Vierendeel proved the usefulness of the truss to the engineering 
world. The first Vierendeel trusses were bridge trusses built in Belgium 
and her territories. As soon as the usefulness of the truss became evi-
dent, the popularity of the truss began to spread among the engineers 
throughout the world, The Vierendeel truss was first introduced in the 
United States about 1930 in building foundations. 
The first Vierendeel truss was an experimental bridge truss built at 
Tervueren, Belgium in 1896 and 1897. The bridge was tested to complete 
fa:llure to confirm Professor Vierendeel's stress analysis theory. The 
method of analysis. is known as Vierendeel's rigid-joint principle (7) 1 • 
After thirty years of usage Professor Vierendeel changed his method 
of calculation because it was too laborious and involved (7). There has 
. been numerous methods of analyses derived since Professor Vierendeel's 
first metho~, and some are mentioned in the following paragraphs. 




The method of successive eliminations of unk."'l.owns in slope deflection 
procedure was extended to Vierendeel trusses by Wilbur (8), Maugh (1), 
and others. 
A mathematical theory of design was di$cussed by Bateman (10), Sakai 
(11), Muls (12), and others. 
The ·method of using the points of contraflexure as a means of stress 
analysis was discussed by Frocht and Leven (13), Bales (14), deMeding (15), 
Decarpentrie (16), and others. Photoelasticity was one method used to 
find the point of contraflexure. 
The method of moment distribution for solving rigid frames was intro-
duced by Cross (17). The modified form of moment distribution was applied 
to Vierendeel trusses by Wix and Dornau (19), Lightfoot (2), l(rausche (34), 
Naylor (4), Mijling (20), Matheson (5), Grinter and Tsao (21), and others. 
The extension of the carry-over moment procedure (22, 23. 24, 25, 26, 
27, 28, 29) to the analysis of Vierendeel trusses with inclined chord 
members is introduced in this paper. The study is restricted to one span, 
planar truss and to the customary assumptions of rigid frame analysis. 
The assumptions are: deformations of frame members due to axial and 
shear forces are small and neglected, all displacements and forces acting 
to the right or upward are positive, all clockwise angular rotations and 
moments are positive and all Joints are fixed against rotation but free 
to translate. 
The p~per is divided into three parts. The first part defines the 
problem. The second part with the derivation of fundamental functions. A 
numerical problem demonstrated the procedure in the third part. Finally, 
the r~sults are discussed, and a conclusion is drawn. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 
The problem is defined as a Vierendeel truss with inclined chords 
acted upon by a general system of loads (Figure 2-1). The truss is 
analyzed as a rigid frame by panels in which each member is considered 
as a primary structural unit as has been shown by Wix and Dornau (20), 





i j k t 
di dj dk d1 de 
LAB 
Figure 2-1. Vierendeel Truss with Inclined Members--General 
System of Loads. 
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CHAPTER III 
INCLINED MEMBERS - TRAPEZOIDAL PANELS 
The carry-over joint moment equations are derived for the general 
ca$e. A Five panel Vierendeel truss with unsymmetrical loading is used 
in the derivation of the carry-over joint moment equation as shown in 
Figure 3-1. 
I J Jk J 1 
pl pj pk 
dl dj dk d\ de 
LAe 
Figure 3-1. Vierendeel Truss with Inclined Members--Unsymmetrical 
Loading, 
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In the case of moment distribution there is a distribution and 
carry-over procedure for every independent displacement plus a dis-
5 
tribution and carry-over procedure for the loads on the truss. There 
is also the problem of analyzing properly the sloped members for 
moment distribution, and various methods are in existance to make 
structures aptable to moment distribution. 
In the carry-over joint moment analysis there is only one carry-
over procedure and the effect of the sloped members on o~her members in 
the truss is included in this analysis; thereby, eliminating any ap-
proximations to compensate for the deflections caused by sloped members 
in the truss. The elimination of the displacement terms from the slope 
deflection equations simplifies the analysis and reduces the analysis 
time. 
The elimination of the displacement terms from the slope deflection 
equations is accomplished by means of the geometry of the structure and 
of the equilibrium equations .. The displacement equations are derived 
in terms of joint rotations and are subsequently substituted into joint 
moment equation which is the summation of the moments at any joint on 
the truss. This new equation is termed the joint moment equation which 
defines the starting moments and the carry-over constants. Substitution 
of th~ displacement equations into the slope deflections equations 
determines the new modified slope deflection equations which defines 
the modified distribution factors and the modified carry-over distri-
bution factors. 
After the derivation is complete there are physical interpretations 
of each new term in the joint moment equations. 
6 
In order to facilitate the derivation of the ,joint moment equationy 
the slope deflection equations are written using moment distribution 
nomenclature for panels ijkmnp or any similar panels. The equations 
are: 
Mkj = Kkjek + CKjke j + skjVk + FMkj 
Mjk = Kjkej + CKkjek + sjk1+'k + FMjk 
M = K 0 + CK 0 - S A j n + Akp !.__::: + FM 
jn jn j nj n jn . h jn 
jn 
Mji = Kjiaj + CKijei + sjiVj + FM,ji 
Mij = Kijei + CKjiej + sijVj + FMij 
Mpn = ~nep + C~pen + SpnVp + FMpn 
Mnp = Kup0n + CK_pn0p + SnpVp + FMnp 
Mnj = K.aj0n + CKjne j - Snj ~1n+ Akp+ 
h1n 
<J • 
Mnm = ~m9n + c~em + 8nm1+'n + F~m 
Muin = ~nem + CKum0n + 8mn'+rn + FMuin' 
The S's terms are defined asi 
skJ = Kkj + CKjk = Kkj + CKkj :: Kkj(l + c .. ) $:J 
sjk = Kjk +_.CKkj = Kjk + CKjk = K;k(l + cjk) 
<J 
sjp. = Kjn + c~J = Kjn + CKjn = Kjn(l + cjn) 
sJi = Kji + CKiJ = Kji + CKji = Kji (1 + CJ1) 
s .. = Kij + CKji :: Kij +CK., = K1 . (1 + Ci.) l.J lJ J .J 
spn ;: Kpn + CKnp = K + pn CK "' Kpn(l. pn + C ) pn 
snp ;:: ~p + c~n ;:: ~p + CK = K (l + C ) np np np 
snj :: KnJ + CKjn :;: ~.j + c~~ ::: Kn.,(1 + en") .1.-•• ~} ' ,J ,,J 
Bnm :: Knm + CKm_n = Knm + CKnm - Knm(l + CnmJ 





The FM's terms are defined as: 
FMkj = fixed end moment due to loads at k in member kj 
FMjk = fixed end moment due tc;, loads at j in member kj 
FM.Ji = fixed end moment due to loads at j in member ji 
FMij = fixed end moment due to loads at i in member JI 
FM = fixed end moment due to loads at p in member pn pn 
FM = 
np -
fixed end moment due to loads at n in member pn 
FM = nm fixed end moment due to loads at n in member nm 
FMmn = fixed end moment due to loads at m in member nm. 
The third term in the cross-member end moment equation contains 
deflections from other cross-members. This makes the solubility of 
the cross-member end moment equation very difficult owing to the lack 
of knowledge which cross-member deflection influences the cross-
member jn. The influence of the deflection in cross-member jn on the 
- -deflections of cross-members im and lh is shown in Figure 3-2. From 
Figure 3-2 it is apparent that the amount of deflection of any cross-
member caused by the deflection of any one of the other cross-members 
is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine. 
In Figure 3-2 the joints are assumed fixed against rotation, and 
the deflections are greatly magnified to show the effects of the dis-
placements. The Vierendeel Truss is shown as a tower rather than a 
simple span truss because the translation of a tower show.s more clearly 
·the .deflections caused by the cross-members. 
. I . 
There are many methods in existance to combat the redundant de-
flections. However, this thesis used the method that gives the same 
~hl+~im+~jn 
Lht 
~hl+~. +~. Lm Jn 
Figure 3-2 
DEFLECTION OF VIERENDEEL TRUSS 
WITH JOINTS FIXED AGAINST ROTATION 
8 
9 
accuracy as the moment distribution method. In using this method 
the cross-members are held rigid and not allowed to deflect, but the 
sloped-members are allowed to deflect due to load and to absorb the 
rotation caused by the displacement of the cross-member. 
To help visualize what is occurring in the truss, three diagrams 
are used--Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5, 
While holding the cross-members rigid and applying a load to 
panel Jknp only, the truss is deflected as shown in Figure 3-3. Be-
cause cross-member jn is held rigid, there are no deflections in any 
members in the other panels of the truss, only an angular rotation of 
Wjn of the panels above cross-member Jn. Because the two side members 
jk and np are sloped, the cross-member Jn is rotated through an angle 
of tjn due the nature of the trapezoidal panel. The two sloped members 
jk and np a,bsorb the angular rotation Wjn of cross-member jn in ad-
dition to angular rotation ,j,j and ,j,P respectively. 
Again holding the cross-members rigid and applying a load to 
panels ij~ and jknp such that the load in panel jknp is the same as 
loaded previously, the truss is deflected as shown in Figure 3-4. 
Again, there are no deflections in any member of the top two panels 
owing to the deflection of panel jknp. Also, there are no deflections 
in any members of panel hilm owing to the deflection of panel ijmn 
for reasons previously stated for panel jknp, There are no deflections 
in any members in panel jknp owing to deflection of panel ijmn because 
cross-member jn is kept rigid; thereby, preventing any rotation of 
joints j and n to cause any carry-over of any defiecticms fr,cm any 
member in panel ijmn to any member or members in panel. Jknp·" 













Figure 3-3 'lip-\\~' 
10 
DEFLECTION OF TRUSS DUE \ \~~ 
TO LOADS ON PANEL j knp 'II: ~ 
WITH RIGID MEMBER jn. Jl'l @ 
® 
Figure 3-4 
·· DEFLECTION OF TRUSS DUE 
TO LOADS ON PANEL ij m n 
WITH RIGID MEMBER im AND 
MEMBER jn FIXED IN PLACE 
11 
12 
The drawing in Figure 3-5 is the general shape of the truss if 
all cross-members are rigid and if all panels are loaded. With cross-
member kp anchored in position, the cross-members have the previous 
angle of rotation for the preceding cross-member as well as its own. 
To include this method in the analysis it is necessary to change 
one of the original assumptions stated in the introduction which is all 
joints are fixed against rotation but free to translate, The new as-
sumption is that all cross-members are completely rigid but free to 
translate, Releasing the cross-members from the rigid state causes 
the joints of the truss to rotate and to carry-over the deflections 
and rotations from one member to the other members which is accomplished 
in the carry-over procedure. 
This action eliminates the third term in the end moment equations 
of the cross-members and adds one term to the end moment equations for 
the sloped members. Equations (3-1 an~ (3-2) now become: 
Mkj - Kkjek + CKjkej + CKjkVjn + skjfk + FMkj -
Mjk = Kjkej + CKkjek + KjkV jn + 8 jk1f j + FMjk 
Mjn ::;: ~Jej + c~Jen + FMjn (3-4) 
Mji = Kjiej + CKijei + CKijVim + 8Jilfj + FMj:l 
Mij = Kijei +CKjiej + ' v + s v + FM, i ··1j im ij j l.., 
Mpn - Kpnep + CKnpen + CKnp'lt jn + Spnlfp + FMpn -
~p = Kup0n + C~nep + KnpVjn + Snp~p + FMnp 
13 
Mnj ::;: ~jen + CKjnej + :F'Mnj 0-5) 
Mnm = Knmen + CKrunem + C~Vim + 8 nm1¥n + FMnm 
~n = ~en+ CKum9n + Krnuv 0 + s. V + FM 1m mn n mn 
that 
14 
From the geometry of Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7i it is evident 
ll.Jn 
'VJ.n:: i Ujn 
I 
Wp 




Figure 3-7, Enlargement of the Deflections 
of Joints j and n in Panel jknp. 
15 
Enlarging the deflections as shown in Figure 3-7 and using the 
sine law, the following relationship is derived: 
• = t 
k p 
(3-7) 
Using trigonometry and Figure 3-7 the following relationship is 
derived: 
g fl. . . =. 'p + ~) 
jn k hjn 
(3-8) 
Now substituting Equations G-7) and (3-8) into Equations (3-4 )and (3-5), 






(gn + Sj) 
Mnm = Knm9n + CKmn9m + [s + CK -.--] VJ + FM nm mn him nm 
Kmn9m + C~m9n + [ 8mn + 
(gn + gj)' 
~j + FM Mmn = K -J mn 
him 
mn 
In order to eliminate the displacem,ent terms !fl I s from the slope-
deflection equations~ the end moments and shears are summed about Oj 
in Figure 3-8. The following equation is derived frcm the summation 
of moments aoout Oj, 
SM0 j - V k ,.f0 1, - V ,,.,nf.on + Mk 'i + M __ ,,, - 0 ••J 4 r.-" Ji:' · sJ - -pu (3-11) 
where 
Mnp + Mpn 
vpn = + FV n Lp p 
Before substituting the end moments into Equation (3·~11), the f ok and 
f 0 p terms are eliminated by using geometry and trigonometry in Figure 
3-8 to ~erive the following equation, 
+' .,\. o:c 
= hkp Lk 
gk + 
~kp L p 






Figure 3-8. Free Body Left of kp. 
The end moment Equations (3-9) and (3-10) and Equation (3-12) are 
substitued /into Equation (3-11), After collecting terms and solving 
for the diJplacement term 'k' the following equation is derived. 
(,. Kkj K.k 
+k = - Q~(hjn + ckj hkp)ek - Q~ (hkp + cjk hJn)ej 
- Q~ [ (FMkj + FMpn)h jn + (FM J)' + FMrip)hkp 
+ (FVkj Lk + FVpn lp 1hkp - SM0 j(Sp + Sk) J (3-13) 
where 
(3-14) 
Now taking a free body through panel TJmfi and using the previous 





Now the displacement terms are derived in terms of joint rotations 
and are substituted into Equations (3-9) and (3-10). Subsequently, the 




~j = Kkj [1 - (hjn + ckj hkp) Tkj] 
CKjk = Kjk [cjk - (hkp + cjk hjn) Tkj] 
CK~k"= ~n (hjn + Cpn hkp) Tkj 
C~k: !Cup (hkp + Cnp hjn) Tkj 
F~j = - Tkj [(FMjk + FMnp)hkp + (FMkj + F~n)hjn 
K3k = Kjk 
* -CKkj • Kkj 
c~j',= - Knp 
c~J = ... Kpn 
+ (FVkj Lk + FVpn Lp)hkp - SM0 j (gp + gk)] 
+ FMkj 
[1 - (hkp + C jk hjn) T"jk] 
[ckj - (hjn + ckj hkp) Tjk] 
(hkp + Cnp hjn) Tj~ 
















* Kjn = Kjn 
* 
CKjn = * CKjn 
* FMjn = FMjn 
K~i = Kji [1 - (h1m + cji hjn) Tji] 
CK1j = Kij [ C1j - (hjn + ci,j h1m) Tji] 
* 
CKmj = - Kmn(hjn + Cmn him) T ji 
FM;i :;: - T ji [ (FMij t FMmn)hjn + (FMji + FMnm)him 
+ (FVji Lj + FVnm Ln)bjn - SM01 (gn + gj)] 
+ FMji 
T ji : .1:_ [s ·1 + CK.,. gn + gj] 
Qj J lJ him 
* ¥ * ~ * 
Mij = Kij 6 i + CK j i e j + C:Kmf"' em + CKni 00 + FMij 
20 
















FMfj = - Tij [(FM1j ~ FMum) hjn + (FMji + F~) him 
+ (FVji Lj + F~ Ln) hjn - SM01 (gn + gj)] 
+ FMij 
Tij; .l.[s + K gn + gJJ 
Qj ij ij him 
~n = ~n [ 1 - (hjn + Cpn hkp) Tpn] 
cK;p = K'up [ Cnp - (hkp + cnp hjn) Tpn] 
CKjp = - Kjk (hk.p + cjk hjn) Tpn 
F~n : - Tpn [ (FMjk + F~p) hk.p + (FMkj + F~pn) hjn 
.i.(FVkj Lk + FVpn LP) hkp ~ SM0 j (gp +Sk)] 
+ F?\,n 
Cw Sp + gk] •"!lp I . 


















cl(*kn :: - KkJ (hJn - ckJ hkp) Tnp (3-60) 
F~p = - Tnp [(FMjk + FMxip) hkp + (FMkJ + F~n) hjn 
+ (FVkj Lk + FVpn 1p) hkp - SM0 j (gp + gk)] 
+ FMxip (3-61) 
T = l[s + K gp + gk] (3-62) 
np Ct np --np h· 
-up Jn 
~j :: KnJ 
CKjn = CKjn 
F~j = FMnj 
~m = Kzim [i - (him+ 0nm hjn) Tnm] 









FM;m - - Tnm [ (FMij + FMmn) hjn + (FMji + FMum) 
+ (FVji Lj + FVnm Ln) hjn - SM0 i (gn + Sj)] 
+ FMnm 
T :: 1:.. [ S + CK gn + Bj] 
nm Q nm ·-mn h· 
n im 
K*mn 6 Cl<'* 9 CK* 6 CK'* 0 . + FM*n Mmn = m + .. nm n + im11 i + jrn J ·1ll. 
h. 
lffi 
FM:n = - Tmn [ (FMij + F~n) hjn. + (FMji + F~rr) him 
+ (FVji Lj + FVnm 10 ) hjn - SM0 i (gn + gj)] 
+ F~n 
The task of eliminating the displacement terms is accomplished, 
and the end moment equations are now in terms of joint rotations and 










end moment equations ;for rotatfons - e I s o This is accomplished in the 
same manner as has been done in previous papers on carry-over joint 
moment analysis for other types of structureso 
The first step is the derivation of the joint-moment equation. 
The. purpose of the derivation is to define the carry-over values and 
the starting moments. 
N·· Jl 
Figure 3-9. Free Body of Joint j. 
The su.nrmation of moments about joint j under static loads is 
equal to zero. 
24 
(3-81) 
Substituting Equations (3-24), (3-31), and (3-35) into Equation (3-81) 




Equation (3-82) is sufficient to determine the c;arry-over values and 
starting moments, but the value of any joint rotation is minute and is 
very awkward to use in the carry-over procedure, Multiplying the joint 
rotation value by a large number such as the summa:t;ion of a new modified 
stiffness factors for that specific joint does accomplish this purpoi;;e. 
The new term is named joint moment whe,nce this type of analysis derived 
its name. The joint moment equations are: 
JMk - ek E~ -
JMj - eJ ~~ -
JMi :: e1 E~ i (J-83) 
JMp :: e r:l\:,* p p 
JMn * = en EKn
JMm = * em EY"m 




r ---k. - ~K* J L, k 
= rkJ. JMk + m. + r 1 ~ JM. + r , JM J u i PJ P 
(3-85) 
(3-86) 
CK*. . rn, 
r j--~ 
m - ·'* E.l\.m 
:5L r --
pj - I:Kt, 
mj .. -EFWt 
- J 
The joint moment Equation (3-84) is similar to the joint moment 
equations in other apers on carry-over joint momE;?ni:B for other types 
of structures. 




tb,ereby creating the necessity for expressing the end moment equat::l.on 
in terms of joint moments. This is accomplished by substituting 
Equations (3-83) into Equations (3-i7), (3-24), (3-31), (3-35), (3-42), 




c* n* ... ~ jk jk - EK! 







D* - K!n 
jn - EK! 
* * • cic;J Cnj Dnj 
EKii 
~ 
D* :: :Ji 
ji . EKj 
CK* 
















* * c~ .... Cnj' D j' = .::..:!11 
n I:Kfi 
C* n*. FM* + nj nJ JMn + ij 
D* - 1i 
. ij EKf 
CK* 1-
c* ..-,n* ,, = _·_1n1 




C* I>?! : ._!fil 

















n* - ....!!E 
np - E~ 
CK* 
C* D* -Jm Pn pn"' . r:~ 
CK'!' // 
c*jn''D*j "= .:.::.i!l 
n I:~ 
J 
C* ~ :C~ 
kn kn I:K* 
k 
K*. 
n* = J.w. 
nj t~ 
cict 
c* D* - ..:.:J.!! 
















n* = ....nm 
nm E~ 
C* D* = c~n 
mn mn E~ 




cin Din = Eiq 
* * * + 9jm Djm JMj + F!\n 
n* = ~ 
mn E~ 
c* n* = c~m 









(3 .. 135) 
(3-136) 
Ths completes the derivation for Vierendeel truss ·with sloped members 
by carry-over Joint moments. 
The physical interpretation of each new parameter in the joint moment 
and end moment equations is given in the following two paragraphs. 
31 
The starting moment mj is the joing moment at j due to loads on 
the truss, if the joints 1, k, m, n, and pare fixed against rotations 
b'ut free to translate. The carry-over factor rkj is the joint moment 
at j due to JMk = l and no applied loads on panels ijkmnp; if 
joints i, m, n, and pare fixed against rotation but free to trans-
late. The carry-over factor rij is the joint moment at i due to 
JMi:; land no applied loads on panels ijkmnp; if joints k, m, n, and 
pare fixed against rotation but free to translate. The carry-over 
factor rmj is the Joint moment at j due to JMm = 1 and no applied 
loads on panels ijkmnp; if joints i, k, n, and pare fixed against 
rotation but free to translate. The carry-Over factor rnj is the 
joint moment at j due to JMn =land no applied loads on panels 
ijkm.np; if joints, 1, k, m, and pare fixed against rotation but 
free to translate The carry-over factor rpj is the joint moment at 
, 
j due to JMP = 1 and no applied loads on panels iJkmnp; if joints i; 
k, m, and n are fixed against rotation but free to translate. 
The terms in the new modified end moment equations are de~ined 
-r 
in this paragraph. The modified distribution Djk is the end moment 
of member Jk at j due to JMj = 1 with all other joint moments equal 
to zero and with no loads on the truss. The modified carry-over 
distribution c;j D;j is the end moment of member Jk at j due to 
....... , 
cIMk = l with all other joi_nt moments equal to zero and with no loads 
on the truss. * H * II The modified carry-over distribution Cnj Dnj 1.s the 
end moment of member jk at j due to JMn = 1 with all other joint 
moments equal to zero and with no loads on the truss. The carry-
"'f ~!. over distribution Cpj Dpj is the end moment of jk at j due to JM_p = 1 
with all other joint moments equal to zero and with no loads on the 
* truss. The modified fixed end moment FMjk is the end moment of 
member jk at j due to loads on the truss and all joint moments equal 
to zero. 
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With the completion of the derivation and physical interpretation 
of the carry-over joint moment equations, the next step is to give the 
analysis procedure. 
The ftrst step is to determine the elastic constants-stiffness 
factors, carry-over factors, and sidesway stiffness factors. The 
second step is to determine the equivalent values - the derived terms 
Q and T. The third step is to solve for modified stiffness factors 
and modified carry-over stiffness factors. The fourth step is to 
solve for modified distribution factors, modified carry-over distri-
bution factors, and joint moment carry-over factors. The fifth step 
is to solve for fixed end 'moments, static load moments, and fixed, 
end shears. The sixth step is to solve for modified fixed end 
moments and starting moments. The seventh step is the carry-over 
procedure. The eighth step is the numerical check. The ninth and 
last step is to solve for the end moments of every member in the 
structure. The above procedure is illustrated in two examples in 
the next chapter. 
As noted in the two examples in the next chapter, the con-
vergency of the carry-over procedure is very rapid for the carry-over 
joint moment method as compared to the moment distribution method. 
Considerable additional time is saved because only one car:r-y-over 
procedure is necessary in this analysis as compared to a carry-over 
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procedure for each independent translation in the moment distribution 
method. 
There is no loss of accuracy in the carry-over joint moment 
analysis as compared to the moment distribution analysis because the 
derivation of the carry-over joint moment equation used the moment 
distribution's slope deflection equations in deriving the carry-over 
joint moment equation. The derivation was accomplished solely through 
algebraic and trigonometric means with the same assumptions used in the 
moment distribution method, There has been no simplifying assumption 
used to make this analysis possible. 
CHAPTER IV 
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 
The numerical procedure of the carry-over joint moment analysis 
for the Vierendeel truss with inclined members is demonstrated in the 
two examples in this chapter. All values are given in feet.i kips.i 
and kip-feet. 
Example No, 1 
A five panel Vierendeel truss with inclined top chords (Figura 
4~l.) is to be analyzed by the carry-over joint moment method, The 
equations used in determining the constants used in this example are 
referenced back to the derivation. The equations for the parallel 
portion CDJL of the· truss are referenced to Samuel I s (29) Thesis. 
The results of this example problem can be compared to Example No. 
1 ins. L. Lee and F, P. WeisingerJ "Veriendeel Bent'S with Nonpris-
matic Members," Proceedings, ASCE, Vol. 85, No, STlOi December, 1959J 
pp. 55-74, 
1) Elastic Constants 
a) Stiffness Factors 
All stiffness f~ctors are ass,umed to be. 4Ft-K. 
b) Carry-over Values 





@ © @ ® 4' 
f o.6 KIP ! I KIP 5@ 10 1 = 50 1 to.4 KIP 
Figure 4-1. Single Span Vierendeel Truss with Inclined Chords. 
c) Sideway Stiffness Factors 
All sideway stiffness factors are assumed to 
be 6.cft-K. 
2) Equivalents 
a) Q Values 
Qj = (S ji + sruri) him+ (Sij + smJ h jn 
+gn+Sj [(cKij+CKmJ him+ (K1j+Kam· bjn)] 
htm 
QB .. 224.oo 
Qc = 244.oo 
Qn = 244.oo 
QE = 224.oo 
b) . T Valu.es 
Tjk : .2:. [ S.jk + I\jk ~,-~t J 
QK hjn 
QH = 224.oo 
Q.r = 244.oo 
QL = 244.oo 
QM= 224000 
(3-30) 
i · [ in + Sj J Ti=~ Sji + C1S_J 
j Qj b.1m 
TAB= 5/112 
TBA= 1/28 
TBC = 7/224 
TcB = 65/2440 
TDE = 65/2440 
TED= 7/224 
TEF = 1/28 
TFE: 5/112 
3) Modified Stiffness Constants 
a) Modified Stiffness Factors 
TGH = 5/112 
THG = 1/28 
THJ = 7/224 
TJH = 65/2440 
TLM: 65/2440 
TML = 7/224 
'TMN = 1/28. 
TNM. = 5/112 
1) Panels with inclined members 
K jk = l< Jk [i - T jk (hkp + C jk h jn] 
* Kjn = Kjn 
I<ji: I< ji [ l - Tji {h1m + Cji hjnj 
KAB = 2,2143 KFE = 2.2143 
KAG = 4.oooo KFN = 4.oooo 
K'oA = 4.oooo KNF = 4.oooo 
KoH = 2.2143 KNM = 2,2143 
KBA = 2.8572 KEF.= 2.8572 
KBH = 4.0000 KEM= 4.oooo 
KBC = 2,3934 KED = 2.3934 
KHG = 2.8572 KMN = 2.8572 





KHJ = 2.3934 KML = 2.3934 
KcB = 2.6148 KDE= 2.6148 
KJH • 2.6148 KLM = 2.6148 
2) Panels with Parallel Members 
~Equations from Samuel's Thesis (29)~ 
2 
s ,jk 
* KcJ = 4.oo * Knt = 4.oo 
* Ken= 2.50 * . Knc = 2.50 
* KJc = 4.oo * Ktn = 4.oo 
* KJL : 2.50 * KiJ = 2.50 
3) Summation of K*'s 
I:K! = }:~ = 6.2143 
* EKH 9.2506 I:KB = = 
I:~ = !:K* J = 9.1148 
* I:K* 9.1148 . I:KD = L = 
* !:K~ 9.2506 EKE = = 
!:K; * 6.2143 = !:KN = 
b) Modified Carry-over Stiffness Factors 
1) Panels with Inclined Members 
* - Kkj [ckj - TJk (bjn + ck,1 hkp)] CKkj -







CKpj = - Kpn (b jn + C'pn nkp) 'I,;k .., (3-28) 
~~ 
(him CK . /·: - E + cnm l:. Tj~ nJ nm Jn . .,_ 
~,>\'f 
c~J = - K (b. + C h:1.m) T ~,, · mn Jn mn "1- (3-39) 
* ,57143 * .57143 CKAB = CKFE = 
* CKAG :: 2.000 
{..f 
c:rFN = 2.0000 
CK!H = -1.4286 C~M:: -1.4286 
CK!d' -1. 7857 * -1.7857 = CKFN/,; = 
C~A: 2.0000 CKfu, = 2.0000 
* .57143 me* - . 57143 CKcrn = -NM -
* -1. 4286 CK* -1.4286 CKaB = :: NE 
CKQ.A'' = -1. 7857 CKNF'' = -1.7857 
* .57143 * 0 57143 CKBA = CKEF = 
CK;H = 2.0000 CK~= 2.0000 
* CKBC: .50820 * CKED : .50820 
cK*BJ = -1. 4918 C~L = -1.4918 
* -1. 6066 CK* II - -1.6o66 CKBH,1 = EM -
C~H' = -1.1429 CI<m' ::: -1.1429 
cK;G = -1.4286 * -1.4286 CKEN = 
C~G: .57143 C.~:: ,57143 
* CKHB = 2.0000 * CK.ME ..: 2.0000 
* CKHJ = .50820 CK~= .50820 
'* CKHC = -1.4918 c~ = 
Cl%f = -1.6066 c~~ = 
CKHB" = -1.1429 c~, = 
CK.ru\: -1. 4286 C!<w = 
CK* .50820 * = CKDE = CB 
C~/ = -1. 3852 CK*" DL = 
C~H: -1.4918 * CKDM = 
* CKJH = .50820 * -CKLM -
* -1.3852 CK* I CK Jc' = = LD 
CK* JB = -1.4918 CK~ :: 
2) Panels with Parallel Members 
Equations from Samuel's Thesis (29) 
*(jn) * CKjn = CKjn = CKjn 
~'? Skj; Sjk 
,cK j:k: = CKjk -
skj + sjk + spn I + 
-1(. St1 Spn 
CK jp : - ---- ------














CKjn = CKjn = -
s jk + skj + 5np + ~pn 
c~J = 2.0000 c~L = 2.0000 
* .50000 * .50000 CKcjD : CKnc :;: 
crcL = -1. 5000 c~,r :;: -1.5000 
CKcJ'I = -1. 5000 CKD{ - -1. 5000 -
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C~c: 2.0000 C~D ~ 2.0000 
C~L = .50000 CK*w : .50000 
* * CKJD = -1. 5000 CK:t,c : -l,5000 
CK5c" = -1. 5000 CKuf1 = -1.. 5000 
4) Modified Distribution Constants 
a) Modified Distribution Factors 
* Kik 
Djk =~ (3-97) 
~KJ 
* DAB: .35632 * Df'E = .35632 
* .64368 * .64368 DAG: 1PN:: 
* .64368 * .64368 DGA = Dl'lF =· 
D* = , 3.5632 * .35632 GH D.NM = 
n* - ,30887 * . .30887 BA - DEF ::: 
* -DBH - .43240 ·* DEM= ,43240 
n* - .25873 * - .25873 BC - DED -
Di! -G .30887 ~= .30887 
D1h3 = .43240 ~:; .43240 
* DiiJ = .25873 ~= .25873 
* .28687 * .28687 DcB = DnE = 
D* . .43885 * .43885 CJ= Dn:i:,:: 
* .27428 * .27428 Den= Dnc = 
* .28687 * .28687 DJH = DI,M = 
* DJC = .43885 * DLD: .43885 
n;L = .27428 * DLJ: 027428 
b) ModifJ.ed Carry-,1::iver Distribution Factors 
CK'IJ!:,.,. * '* - ~. C.;k Djk - - , 
J i:K~ 
J 
* * = ciqP C jp Djp 11_._ 
EK* 
j 
C* D* = +.091954 
AB AB 
c* D* = -.22989 
AH AH 
C* //D* // -
AG AG -
- .28735 
C* D~· - +. 3:2184 
AG AG -
c;H n;H = +.091954 
C* D* :: -.22989 
GB GB 
c* 11 n* 11 -GA GA - -.28735 
C* D* .. +. 32184 
GA GA 
C* D* = +.054937 BC BC 
C* D* = -.16127 BJ BJ 
C* 1D* -
BH I BH11 -
-.17368 
C* D* -BH' BH1 - -.12355 
C* D* = -.15443 BG BG 
C* D* 
BA BA = +,061772 
C* D* = +.21620 BR BH 













C~ , D"': , ::: .-..J1l 
Jn JD r,~ 
,,-,,-laf, D* = +.091954 .., 
FE FE 
C* D* = -.22989 
FM FM 
c* D* 11 FN1 FN ::: - .28735 
CFN n;N ~ +, 32181+ 
ct1v1 
D.,, - +.091.954. NM -
C* D* ::: - .~:2989 
NE NE 
c* D*,; 
NF 11 NF ·- -.28735 
C* D* - +. 32184 
NF NJ:" -
c'"~ D* :: +.054937 
ED ED 
C* D* -· -.16127 EL EL 
C* D* I 
EM 11 EM 1 = 
-.17368 
c·* ,D* , -- -.12355 EM EM 
C?'.· D* - -.15443 
EN EN -
Cit D"* -~ +.061772, 
EF EF 
C* D* - +.~'.1620 EM EM 






CH~ n1tc = -.16127 
C~1D;:s1 = - .17368 
CHB ~ : + .21620 
" . 
* t' * I . CHB DHB = -.12355 
CHA DHA = -.15443 
cia n;G = + . 061772 
* * CCB DcB = + · 055755 
"' ~. 
* * CCH DQH = -.16367 
ccJ'DcJ'= -.151973 
c;J DcJ = + . 21942 
C~/ID;/•= - .16457 
* * 64 Cct DcL = -.1 57 
CclJ J~D = + .054856 
* * CJH DJH : + .055755 
C~ D~B = -.16367 
C* D* I 15197 . JC' JC=-. 
cJc njc = +.21942 
cjc11Djc1r.: - .16457 
C~ D~D ~ -.16457 
cjL DjL: +.054856 
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C{I· n.*...... - 16127 MD -w -· - • 
c:m"~"= -.17368 . - . ' 
c~ ~ = + .21620 
. . 
*- * ~,~,~ -.12355 
c~ ~ = -.15443 
* * 6 CMN ~ .= + .0 1772 
c;E i;E : + , 055755 
. ,., 
* * . C:pM DnM: -.16367 
c;1 ntr: = -.151973 
c;L ~L = + .21942 
. . 
CjkttDit;• = - .16457 
Cfu·Dfu = -.16457 
G~c Dfu = + . 054856 
* * CLM DI,M = + 0 055755 
ctE nts = -.16367 
C~'~n'= -.15197 
I * . * CLD DLD = +.21942 
Cw11Dw'':: -.16457 
etc D£c = -.16457 
ctr Dtr = +.054856 




r :: AB - .091954 
rAH:: +.22989 
rAG = -.03449 
r -GR - -.091954 
r O:B = +.22989 
+GA"' -.03449 
rBC = -,054937 
rBJ = +.16127 
rBH:: +.08103 
r BG= +.15443 
rBA = -.061772 
rHJ;: -.o54937 
rHC:: +.16127 
rHB = +.08103 
rHA: +?15443 
rHG = -.061772 
rCD = -.054856 
rCL = +.16457 
rCJ = +.09712 
rCH: +.16367 
rCB = -.o55755 
r.JL = -.054856 
rJD = +.16457 
rJC = +.09712 
rJB = +.16367 
rJH:: -,055755 
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r FE : ... • 091954 
r FM ::: +.22989 
r FN :: -.03449 
r NM ::: -.091954 
r NE :: +,22989 
:r NF :: -.03449 
r ED :: -.o54937 
r EL : +.16127 
r EM "'+.08103 
r EN ::: +,15443 
r EF :: -.061772 
r Iv'JL = - • 054937 
-.. -MD = +.16127 
r ME :: +.08103 
r MF ::: +.15443 
r MN = -.061772 
r DC = -,054856 
r DJ ::: + • 164:>7 
r DL = +,09712 
r DE r:: -.o55755 
r Ll = -.054856 
r LC = +.16457 
r LD : +.09712 
r LE = +.16367 
.... "'LM ::: -,055755 
5) Load Constants 
a) Fixed End Moments 
All Fixed End Moments are zero. 







Figure 4-2. Free Body Left of BR, 







Figure 4-3. Free Body Left of CJ. 
SMoB = SMoH = - 18.000 
0.4 K 
Figure 4-4. Free Body Right of ME, 
SMoF = SMoN = +4.ooo 
@ ® ®. --------------- OE 
------'~-- 30' =r~ 
0.4 K 
Figure 4-5, Free Body Right of LD. 
SMoE =·SMoM "'+12.000 
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c) Panel ci5;ft Shear 
d) Fixed End Shears 
All fixed end shears are zero. 
6) Modified Fixed End Moment Constants 
a) Modified Fixed End Moments 
1) Panel with sloped members 
(3-29) 
* FMjn = FMjn (3-24) 
FMj1 = FM ji - T ji [ (FJ.''ij + FMmrJ b jn + (Flf ji + F?<'nm) him 
+ (FVji lj + FVnm ln) bjn -,s:t-: 0 1 (gn + Ej)] 
(3-40) 
F~ = -1.0714 F~H = -1.0714 
* FMAG: 0 F~A =. 0 
* ,85714 * .85714 FMBA = - FMHG = -
* FMBH: 0 F~ = 0 
* FMBC = -1.0328 F~J = -1.0328 
* FMcB = - .95902 F~ = - .95902 
* FMDE = + .63934 * FMLM :: + .63934 
* FMjn = 0 
F~D = + .68852 
* FMEM = 0 
FM~ : + . 57143 
F~E: + ,71429 
F~N = 0 
2) Panels with Parallel Members 
FM*ML = + . 68852 
*. FMME : 0 
F~ : + .57143 
F~ : + .71429 
F~: 0 
t Equations from Samuel's Tl:!,esis (29)} 
FM~i = FJ.1j1 _ sji [ FMij+FMJl+F~~F~w_+(BVllm+Bv.ji+v,j )Lj J 
Sji~~j+snm+Smn · 
* FMcJ = 0 
* FMcD : + 1. 000 
* FMDC : + 1. 000 
b) Starting Moments 
mA = +1.0714 
~ = +1.8899 
me= - .04098 
mD = -1.6~93 
mp; = -1. 2600 
Inp> = - . 71429 
* FMJC = 0 
* FMJL:: +l.000 
* FMLJ ::: + 1. 000 
mu = +1.0114 
~ = +1.8899 
mJ:: - .04098 
m.L : ... 1.6393 
~ = -1.2600 
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8) Numberical Chec.k 
JMj : rk1 JMk + lll.j + li· j JM1· + I·,-, ·1 JY.11'> + :r-r 'i ,JM·n ~ .tlu J:'- -.J.iJJ .ri. 
(3-84) 
JMA = (-,061772)(2.2388) + (-.03449)(1.2363) 
+ (.15443)(2.2388) + 1.0714 
: + 1,2362 
+ ( .. 08103)(2.2388) + (.16367)(-.0276) + 1.8899 
- 2.2389 
JMc = (-. 054937)(2 .2388) + (, 054856)(-2. 0235) + (. 16127)(2 .2388) 
+ (.09712)(-.0276) + (.16457)(-2.0235) - .0410 
: -.0276 
JMD = (-. 054856)(-, 0276) + (-, 054937)(-l. 7357) + ( .16457)(-, 0276) 
+ ( .09712) (-2.0235) + ( .16127) (-1. 7357) - 1.6393 
: -2.0234 
~ = (.-. 055755 )(-2. 0235) + ( - 0 091954. )(- 0 8460) + ( .16367 )( -2. 0235) 
+ (. 08103 )(-L 7357) + ( ,22989){- .8460) - 1.2600 
: -1.7357 
51 
JMp, = (-,061772)(-1.7357) + (.154,43)(-1.7357) 
+ (-.03449)(-.8460) - .7143 
= - .8459 




MAB = ..;1.194 MGH = -1.194 
MAG :: +1.194 MoA :: +1.194 
MBA = -0.613 MHG '~ -0.613 
MBH = +l. 452 MRB = +1.452 
MBC = -0.839 MHJ = -0.839 
MCB -- -1.201 MJH :: -1.201 
MCJ - -0.018 MJC - -O.Ol8 - -
MCD = +1.219 MJL :: +1.219 
MDC = +o.781 M1,,J - +o.781 -
~L -1, 332 r\n - -1.332 ! . 
MDE ::: +0.551 MLM ::+ 0"551 
MED = +o. 759 MML ::+ 0,759 
MEM = ~·l.126 
MEF: +0,367 
MFE : +0,817 
MFN = -0.817 
Example No, 2 
MME :: -1.126 
MMN : +0.367 
MNM = +0.817 
MNF : -0., 817 
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The structure shown in Figure 4-6 is one truss in a dam. Spacing 
of the trusses is such that each resists a hydrostatic load of indi-
cated magnitude. The moments of interis for all members are shown 
beside each respective member, The equations used in determining 
the constants used in this example are referenced to the corre-
spending equation in the derivation, The results of this example 
can be compared to Example N!)" 2 in J, J. Tuma and J T, Oden, 
"String Polygon Analysis of Frames with Straight Members 7 " 
Proceedings, ASCE, Volo 87fa No, ST7, October, 1961, pp, 63-96 
1) Elastic Constants 
a) Stiffness Factors 
K12 = ~l :: 
K23 = K32 = 
K34 - K43 -- -
~7 = K72 --











K36 = K63:: .20000 EI 
K45 = K54 = .40000 EI 
K56 :: K65 = .12650 EI 
~7 = ~6 = .13915 EI 












,.. . .·. . 
6 K/FT. 
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101 101 101 201 
Figure. 4-6. One Vierendeel Truss (Typical for Dam) . 
b) Carry-over Values 
All carry-over values are 0.5 because all 
members are prismatic. 
c) 6idesway Stiffness Factors 
6Jk : ·Kjk (1 + c~k i ., ' 
612 = 621: .24000 EI 
623:: 632 = .22000 EI 
834 = 643 = .20000 EI 
S27: S72 = ',,20000 EI 
636 = 663 - .30000 EI 
845 = S54 = .60000 EI 
S56 = 665 - .18975 EI -
667 = 676 -- .20873 EI 
878: 887:: .19967 EI 
2) Equivalents 
a) Q Values 
Q,J= (8 ji + 8nm) h1m+ (Eij +Smn) tjn 
+ gn h:mSj [ (CKiJ + CKmn) h1m + (K1j + Kru) h jn] 
(3-16) 
Q3 : 18.188 EI 
~ :: 27 ,1153 EI 
Q6 = 18,188 EI 
Q7: 27,153 EI 
Qa = 47.875 EI 
b) T Values 
1 [ gp + Sk:J 
Tjk : - S jk + K jk . 
. Qk hjn 
(3-30) 
. (3-41) 
T12 = .0061270 T21: .0072411 
T23 = .0094527 T32 = .010803 
T34: .014662 T43: .018327 
~56 = .017388 T6 -5 .,. .013910 
T67: .010250 T76: .0089684 
T78: .0060242 T87: .0050974 
3) Modified Stiffness Constants 
a) Modified Stiffness Factors 
.>{-
'-jn = Kjn (3-32) 
* ~1= 
* ~7 = 
* ~3 = 
* K32 = 














K54: .40000 EI 
K56: .071510 EI 
K65 = .091308 EI 
Kl;3 : . 20000 ll:I 
* K67: .082099 EI 
K76: .095472 EI 
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:--· 
K1r 3 :: .072242 EI 
K1h = .40000 EI 
b) Summation of K*'s 
t~ = .31617 EI 
* EK3 : ,37752 EI 
. * EK4 = .47224 EI 
Idr2 = 0 1333.3 EI 
~8 : . 080988 EI 
EK; = .47151 EI 
E~ = .37341 EI 
* I:K7 = .30979 EI 
c) Modified Carry-over Stiffness Factors 
(3-26) 
.. ~,,_ 
CI\nj = CEnj 
(3-37) 
*' 
. CKn:f = - Knp (hkp + Cn:p b jn) 'I jk (3-27) 
(3-28) 
* CKn/ = "'.' Knm (him + Cnm h jn) T ji (3-38) 
* CKmj = - Bmn (h jn + Cmn him) T ji (3-39). 
c~1 = .016278 EI . CK56 = .019260. EI .... 
* CK23 =. .017876 EI * CK53 = -.046369 EI 
QK~8 = -.053013 EI CK54'I: - , 057959 EI 
* CK2711·::: -.062651 EI C~4"' .20000 EI 
c~11= -~ .046038 EI C~7 = .019657 EI 
c~6 = -.052618 EI C~5 = .019358 EI 
C~7 = .066667 EI CK°62 = -.052613 EI 
* CK32 = .017876 EI 
CK34 = .017796 EI 
CK37 = -.052615 EI 
CK3l'= - . 060135 EI 
CK36' = - , 037092 EI 
C~5: -.046367 EI 
C~6:: .10000 EI 
CKt3: .017795 EI 
CK:46:: -.046366 EI 
* CK.45,1: ... 057959 EI 
* -CKJi5 - .20000 EI 
4) Modified Distribution Constants 
a) Modified Distribution Factors 
K* * jk 
D* -21 -
* D27 = 
D* -23 -














Djk - ii. 
, 'j 
57 
C~3'':: - . 060130 EI 
* CKfii '" - , 037095 EI 
C~4 = -:-,046367 EI 
C~3 :: .10000 EI 
CK78 :: .022452 EI 
C!Or6 :: .019655 EI 
cl{}f1 = -.053012 EI 
CKy2''=· -.062651 EI 
. * ClC72' ~ ~.046037 EI 
CK1r3 = = • 052613 EI 
ct,2 = -.06667 EI 
(3-97) 
D54 = .84834 
D!6 = .15166 
Dl5 = .24453 · 
n* -63 - .53561 
n* -67 ... .21986 
D,6:: .3081.8 
* D72:: .43038 
D* -78 - .26143 
c~ 
c* D* - .::..:.::.1.k 
jk jk - EK* 
j 
CK* 
C*j i D*j i = .:::Ji 
!:~ 
CK* 
c~ Di!" = ~ 
JP jp E1\j 
. CK3rt 
C*__/I D* I/ = -
jn jn I:Kj 
(3-93) 
(3-111) 
(3 .. 118) 
(3-122) 
c;i n;1 = .051485 
* * C28 D23 = -.16767 
c;7',D~i' = - .19816 
* * c27 n27 = .21086 
* * C27'D27'= -.14561 
* * c26 n26 = ·- .16642 
* * C23 D23 .= .056539 
c32 D32 = .047351 
c37 n37 = -,13937 
c;6kD;6'= -.15929 
c36 ~6 = .26489 
* * C3tf D~6' = - • 098251 




C* D* "'.......Jl! 
jn jn :EK? 
,) 
,..* D* = .040847 "'c;r.:: s6 ..,o ., 
* * ... 098341 C53 D53 = 
c* i1n* // -54 54 - -.12292 
* * C54 D54 :: .42417 
* * .052689 C67 D67 = 
* * - .14103 C62 D62 ·-
* * C6:tD6f'= -.16118 
* * C63 D63 = .26805 
C* 1D* / = 63 63 -.099431 
* * C64 D64 = -.12417 
ci5 D!5 .. .051888 
, .. * p* 
'''78 78 = .072474 
C71 D!, .. -,l.7121 . I-
c* 11D* ,,, -
"(2 72 - -.20235 
* * .21520 C72 D72 .. 
* '* C'7';/D72'::: -.14861 
c* * 73 D73 = -.16983 





c) Joint Moment Carry-over Factors 
r23 = -.056539 
r26 = +.16642 
r 27 = +.13291 
r 32 = -.047351 
r37 = +,13937 
r 36 = -.007459 
r 35 = +,12282 
r 34 = -.047139 
r43 = -.037682 
r46 = +.098183 
r45 = -.30078 
5) Load Constants 
a) Fix~d End Moments 
2 2 
wl wl 
FM12 : - 12 - 20 
= - 360 
2 2 
F~ =+~+wl 






r 56 = -,040847 
r 53 = +.098341 
r 54 = -,30125 
r67 = -.052689 
r62 = +.14103 
r63 = -.007439 
r64 = +.12417 
r65 = -,051888 
r72 = +.13576 
r73 = +.16983 
r 76 = -.063446 
60 
= - 135 
FM = + w12 
32 30 
= + 90 





Figure 4-7· Free Body Above 36, 
SMo4 = SMo6::: 0 









30' Figure 4-9. Free Body 
Above IB, 
551 











Figure 4-10. Free Body 
of Member 12. 
;: - 75 
Figure 4-11. Free Body 
of Member 23. 
FV23.:: -(l/2)wl 
=, 7" 30 
6) Modified F'ixe:d End Moment Constanti3 
a) Modified Fixed End Moments 
* FM12 :: 
* FM21 = 
*· F~7 = 
* FM23 = 
* FM32 :: 
FM* 34 = 
* FM43 = 
* FM45 = 
+(FV}j Lk + FVpn Ip; hkp - SN.0 j(gp + gk)] 
(3-29) 
(3-34) 
+(FV,ji I j + F'Vnm In)bjn = Sk\i (gn + gj) J 
(3-40) 
-9]4ol9 F~4 :: 0 
.. 339°96 * 0 FM56 -
0 * FM65 "' 0 
-220,07 * 0 FM63 -
7.2270 - * 920250 FM67 = -
0 FlV~f 76 - 800715 
FM36 • 0 F~8 .. -544,89 
FM2r2 = 0 * -461,06 FM57 .. 
b) Starting Moments 
m :: - EFM J j (3-90) 
0 
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7) CARRY-OVER PROCEDURE 
3 





+ 7 . 23 
- 31 .66 
- 24 . 43 
- .04 
- .33 
- I . 38 
+ 116.6!1 
- 6 . 82 
+108 . 08 
- . 72 
- . II 
+ • 17 
+ 5 .48 
+ . 22 
+ 5.04 
+ . 10 
+ . 211 
+ .02 
+ . 06 
+ .04 
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+ . 01 
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• I .15 
+ I. 1!1 
+ 1 . 01 
+ 23 . 08 
- !1.09 
+ 19.00 
+ . 33 
- 2. 78 
- . 24 
- 2 . 69 
- . 78 
- . 38 
- . 02 
- I . 19 
- . 17 
- . 03 
0 




- . 02 
0 
0 










- 3 . 00 
- . 35 
- 3 . 3!1 
- 9 . 154 
+ 13.27 
- 5 . 71 - 2 . 09 
+ 1. 16 
+ . 62 
+ . 8 I 
+ 2 59 
+ . 16 
+ . 06 
+ . 36 . . 58 
+ . 0 I 
+ .01 
+ . 06 
+ . 08 
0 
0 
+ . O I 
+ .UI 












+ 92 .2!1 
+ 93 .20 
+ . 18 
+ . II 
+ . 14 
+ 18!1.88 
- 43. !18 
+ 20 . 07 
- . 81 
+ I. 8 7 
+ .04 
- 22.41 
- 2 .05 
- . 65 
- .04 
- 27 
- . II 
- 3 . 12 
- .02 
- . 10 
0 
- . 12 
- .02 
- . 26 
- . 0 I 
0 
- . 02 
0 












- . 13!176 
- . 16983 
-.1163446 
+ 62!1.61 
+ 74 . 43 
- 3 . 40 
- 9 . 79 
+686 . 85 
+ 16 . 03 
+ 15 . 06 
+ 1 . 18 
+ 32 . 27 
- . !12 
+ .70 
+ . 16 .. .34 
- . OB 
+ .07 
+ . 01 
0 







8) Numberical Check 
JMJ = rkj JMk + mj + ri.j ~ + rpJ ~ 
+ rnJ ~~· + rmJ ~ (3-84) 
~ = 560.03 + (-.oli.735)(+89.28) + (+.13576)(+719.46) 
+ (+.14103)(+160.06) 
= + 676.05 
JM3 = (-.056539)(+676.06) + 7.23 + (-.037682)(+6.05) 
+ (+.16983)(+719.46) + (-.007439)(+160.06) 
+ (+.098341)(-2.18) 
= + 89.18 
JM4 = (-.047139)(+89.28) + (+.12717)(+160.06) 
+ (-,30125)(-2.18) 
: + 16.32 
JM5 = (-.051888)(+160.06) + (.12282)(+89.28) 
+ (~.30078)(+16.05) 
= - 2.18 
JM6 = (-.063446)(719.46) + 92.25 + (-.04084)(-2.18) 
+ ( +, 16642)( +676.06) + (- .007459) ( +89.28) 
+ (+.098183)(+16.05) 
= + 160.11 
JM7 = 625.61 + (-.052689)(+160.06) 
+ (+.13291)(+676,06) + (+.13937)(89.28) 
= + 719.47 
9) Final Moments 
* * 'If •. 
Mjn = DJn JMj + C'nj :Cnj J'Mn + FMjn 
~ ,!J ~· Jtl ..) 
Mji = D ji JMj + Cij Dij JMi + CnJ D~j .:.JY.n 
M12 = -1002 
Mfn = - 304 
M27 = + 44,0 
~3 = - 136 
M32 = - 97 
M54 ,:: + 5 
M56 " - 5 
M65 ::: + 29 
M63 ;.:: + 109 






M36 = + 90 M.76 = + 39 
M34: + 7 M.r2 = + 4.52 
M43: - 13 M78:: - 491 
M45 = + 13 M8?: - 522 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The primary objective of this study was to develope a simplified 
method of analysis for Vierendeel trusses with inclined chords consisting 
of members of any cross section. The principles of the carry-over joint 
moment method were originally presented by Professor Tuma (22, 27, 30, 31, 
32). 
This method is much shorter than the moment distribution method 
from which this method is a modification. In a Vierendeel truss there 
are 2P + 2 joints where the P parameter represents the number of panels~ 
and there are 6p + 2 end moments in all the members of the truss. The 
time ratio between carry-over joint moment method and moment distribution 
method is ~: ! ~ . The time ratio varies from . 50 for one panel to not 
reasonably less than .34 for many panels. There is also a further re. 
duction in ~ime for the carry-over method because the distribution and 
carry-over is completed in one step, whereas the moment distribution 
method takes two. This lowers the time saved ratio down to .25 through 
,17 depending on the number of panels used. In a Vierendeel tower the 
time saved ratio is .i (2P) 
2 bP or .167. There are 2P joint in a 
Vierendeel tower and 6 Pend moments in all members. There is an· 
additional time saying due to having one carry-over procedure as compared 
to many depending upon number of panels for the moment distribution method. 
68 
The total amount of time saved by the elimination of the displacement 
carry-over procedures is very difficult to estimate because additional 
time is needed to solve for the new constants in the carry-over joint 
moment method. However, the time needed to calculate the new constants 
is estimated to be one-half of time required to complete the displacement 
carry-over procedures. 
The total time saving for the carry-over joint method as compared to 
the moment distribution method is approximately forty-five per cento 
In addition to the time saved there is one more desirable feature 
of the carry-over joint moment method which is fewer calculations to 
complete, thereby lowering the chance for error. 
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